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Unitar Announces Groundbreaking Transition: Moving from Moodle to CourseNetworking LMS

CourseNetworking is excited to announce that UNITAR (www.unitar.my)has chosen to use CN

Learning Management System for its virtual social learning experience.

As Southeast Asia's first virtual university, UNITAR is committed to providing high-quality education

that is accessible to all. They have been recognized for their commitment to excellence, being the

first institution in Asia to be awarded a QS 5-Star Rating for the Online Learning category and being

recognized as the people's brand of choice for Learning & Education with the PUTRA Brands Platinum

Award.

On April 27th, 2023, UNITAR signed a 5-year contract with the CN Malaysia team to replace Moodle

with CN LMS, leveraging its social learning and gamification features to engage their students online.

The CourseNetworking LMS platform is renowned for its intuitive interface, comprehensive learning

tools, and collaborative features that foster dynamic interactions among students and faculty

members. This shift promises to enhance the overall educational experience, streamline

administrative processes, and enable UNITAR to adapt to the ever-evolving demands of modern

education. With CN LMS, UNITAR will have access to a range of innovative eLearning solutions that

will enhance the learning experience for its students. The social learning features will enable

students to collaborate and network with each other, fostering a community of learning and

supporting each other's growth. The gamification features will incentivize students to complete their

coursework and motivate them to achieve their goals.

Unitar will transform the learning experience across four of its esteemed campuses. Implementing

CourseNetworking LMS marks a significant leap forward, enhancing educational outcomes and

student engagement at UNITAR International University, UNITAR Sdn Bhd, UNITAR College, and

UNITAR International Academy Sdn Bhd. The highly skilled CN Malaysia team successfully concluded

the kickoff meeting, where the functional requirements were meticulously examined and mapped

out. This crucial milestone sets the stage for the seamless integration of Unitar's student information

system, alongside the development of tailor-made features to meet the institution's unique needs.

"We are thrilled to embark on this groundbreaking collaboration with CourseNetworking," said

Puvan Balachandran, Chief Executive Officer at UNITAR. "The decision to transition to

CourseNetworking LMS reflects our unwavering commitment to providing a cutting-edge learning

environment for our students, empowering them to thrive academically and professionally."

"We are excited to join forces with Unitar in this transformative endeavor," commented Professor Ali

Jafari, CEO of CourseNetworking. "Together, we will revolutionize the way students learn and engage,

leveraging the power of CourseNetworking LMS to foster meaningful connections, ignite creativity,

and unlock the full potential of every Unitar student."
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Unitar and CourseNetworking are poised to redefine the future of education, setting a new

benchmark in academic excellence and technological innovation. Stay tuned for further updates on

this exciting collaboration.
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